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Executive Summary
As software brands devise new ways to connect with buyers in the B2B marketplace, individual customers 
increasingly influence brand perception through user reviews.

Software buyers rely heavily on reviews to find the solutions that best fit their needs, making the quality of each 
review as important as reviews volume. For software business leaders, high-quality reviews guide strategic content, 
messaging and product development. They also serve as powerful brand ambassadors to move other buyers more 
rapidly through the sales funnel.

By contrast, low-quality reviews create unnecessary roadblocks for buyers and brands. Poorly written, irrelevant 
or fake reviews undermine product perceptions and distort feedback that could otherwise be used to improve 
services and functionality. B2B brands must recognize the influential power of reviews to accurately position the 
value of their products and help buyers.

What makes a high-quality, authentic review, and how should software businesses go about asking for one? How 
can software marketers develop a strategy to promote user reviews within brand marketing efforts and show 
how their brands actively respond to customer feedback?

This white paper will help software business leaders establish reviews collection as a core part of their marketing 
strategy, as well as understand why it’s critical to incorporate multiple points of authentication. Readers will also 
gain advice on how to effectively leverage third-party verification services and optimize long-term brand health.

How reviews guide brand perception
New companies, product options and version upgrades create an increasingly complex software sales environment 
for B2B software buyers to navigate. Buyers searching for enterprise software solutions rely most heavily on 
recommendations from peers, experts and users to make an informed decision and sell that decision to their teams.
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That often means that a software brand must first sell itself to a buying 
group of six to 10 decision makers, with diverse job positions and 
business needs. Each of those decision makers needs to feel that the 
software solution they choose can be trusted to get the job done.

B2B marketers face challenges establishing trust

Thirty-four percent of SMB (small and midsize business) software buyer 
respondents consider trustworthiness one of the most important 
factors when selecting a software vendor, we found in a 2019 survey 
of SMB software purchase behavior. Buyers recognize that confident 
performance claims are part of every brand’s marketing strategy, so they 
look to reviews to back those claims with customer validation.

Primary resources are powerful

In recent years, more than 70% of the U.S. population expressed concern that the products they purchased have 
made false claims, Gartner reports in “Innovation Insight for Blockchain in Marketing: Proof of Authenticity” (full 
content available to Gartner clients). User reviews can counter this by reinforcing brand value with authentic, 
verified feedback.

Top influencers when evaluating software

 
Source: Gartner Small Business Software Buying Trends Survey, 2019 
N= 488 
Q: Select the types of reviews or referrals on their level of influence in your evaluation of software providers

About 43 percent of software buyers reported that user reviews are a key influence when evaluating a software 
provider, according to the Gartner 2019 Small Business Buyer Trends Survey. Reviews rank side by side with other 
primary sources of relevant peer knowledge, including colleague and expert recommendations, and analyst reviews. 
That peer knowledge creates a foundation of trustworthiness for software brands.

Reviews power data insights

Authentic reviews data fuels software business leaders’ understanding of what functions, services and values 
can better drive their product’s development and key marketing strategies. Positive or negative, user experience 
powers insights data tools that sort, filter and analyze feedback into actionable intelligence.

34%
of SMB software buyers 
consider trustworthiness a 
top factor when selecting 
a software vendor.

Source: Gartner Small Business 
Software Buying Trends Survey, 
2019
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https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/research/rethinking-digital-customer-engagement
https://www.gartner.com/doc/3888580
https://www.gartner.com/doc/3888580
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Reviews offer an always-on channel for dialogue between B2B brands and buyers, and serve as a solid foundation 
for a strong brand reputation. Armed with clear knowledge of how their customers feel, software business leaders 
can forge stronger connections with buyers and current customers by actively responding to reviews, adjusting 
marketing messaging, and modifying product offerings or features accordingly.

Reviews increase discoverability

The more reviews a software brand has, the better its ranking on reviews sites is likely to be; that is especially 
true the more recent the review. User reviews improve SERP (search engine results page) rankings, where search 
engines favor recency in addition to SEO and backlinking, optimizing brand visibility to potential new buyers 
without additional ad spend.

Create a strategy to capture quality reviews 
SMB buyers spend about a third of their time reading online reviews during the software search. About 52% 
say that websites with user reviews are among the first sources they access to learn more about their options, 
according to respondents to the Gartner 2019 Small Business Software Buying Trends Survey. Software marketers 
should actively cultivate high-quality user reviews to attract potential buyers into the sales funnel.

Top sources for software research vs. time spent

Source: Gartner Small Business Software Buying Trends Survey, 2019 
Q. Select the source which was accessed first in your search for information? (n=484) 
Q. What was the share of time spent on each of these sources? (n=483) 
Note: Only top 5 responses shown

External consultants/service
providers/system integrators

Conferences/seminars/webinars
and other events

Vendor-provided sources
(print or online articles, etc.)

Research on websites
with user reviews

Internal experts
(colleagues in other functions)

First source accessed Share of time spent
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Authenticity drives reviews quality

Fraudulent user feedback poses a threat to brand integrity when left unchecked. The problem is pervasive in the 
online sales environment, and fake reviews appear in product listing pages in unexpected ways. On Amazon, for 
example, policing algorithms discourage sellers from buying fake reviews for their own products. Instead, some 
sellers purchase them to plant on rival product pages in an attempt to thwart the competition (full content available 
to Gartner clients).

Negative fake reviews are designed to divert potential buyers from ever entering the sales funnel. Negativity 
itself isn’t the problem   — inaccuracy is, however. A negative review can offer powerful insights into product 
development opportunities, if it’s real. When fake reviews are not monitored or eliminated, however, it becomes 
nearly impossible to disseminate critical feedback from all of the rich data reviews should provide.

Understand what makes a high-quality review

Software business leaders protect the authenticity of their brand by identifying and leveraging the traits of 
high-quality reviews. Great reviews generally capture four key qualities:

Specific: Offers detail of the context in which the software was used, and what specific features the 
reviewer liked or disliked.

Verified identity: Reviewer has a verifiable identity and relevant job title to show how the software worked 
for their particular job requirements.

Verified purchase: Review is tied to a verifiable purchase to ensure that the reviewer has legitimate access 
to the software.

Objective: Review has been vetted to ensure that the reviewer has no potential bias or agenda that could 
compromise the integrity of the feedback.

Collect valuable information

One of the easiest ways to capture quality reviews is to ask directly, and with clear questions. Send customers a 
dedicated email campaign with a custom review form. Consider what is relevant to the brand beyond asking for 
essentials like job title and position. Software brands intended for the healthcare industry, for example, might want 
to know how patient outcomes were impacted. Leave space on the form for any other comments not captured by 
the questions; surprising insights about the product outside of its intended use might come up.

Ask the right way

How companies request and collect user reviews also impacts quality. Encourage users to leave personalized, 
honest feedback on their experiences with the software and acknowledge appreciation for this sincerity. 
Customers who feel they can directly influence the improvement of a product to better fit their needs will be more 
invested in offering both praise and constructive criticism.

https://www.gartner.com/doc/3971081
https://www.gartner.com/doc/3971081
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Not sure when to ask for a review? Aim for three 
to six months after purchase and implementation.

Timing

The best time to request a review after purchase and implementation can vary, but three to six months is a good 
starting point. The key is to reach out to customers while the product is still fresh in their minds, but also provide 
sufficient time for them to explore its strengths (and weaknesses). A request for a review two weeks after purchase 
is not enough time to generate very meaningful or insightful feedback, while a request sent nine months to a year 
later is far less likely to trigger engagement.

Recent reviews pack more power

The software industry evolves constantly so the most recent reviews are generally the most relevant to buyers. 
Older reviews might highlight previous customer issues that are currently resolved, or not reflect new tools and 
features now available. Software buyers know that, and may consider reading product reviews a waste of time 
when they are older than three to six months.

Leverage digital real estate

Add a “Leave a Review” call-to-action link to the custom form in email signatures, newsletters and other email 
campaigns, and on blogs and social media posts.

Events and conferences

In-person time at events and conferences provides a valuable opportunity to engage customers in authentic 
conversation about a product. Use the time to encourage them to provide their feedback in a review. Be ready with 
the custom form loaded on a tablet on-site to make the process effortless.

Incentivize engagement

Host special promotions and contests to generate urgency and excitement from customers to entice them to write 
a review. Be sure to follow federal regulations for endorsement.

Use third-party verification services

It takes extensive, continuous effort to audit user reviews for quality and authenticity. Often, that’s time and 
energy that businesses do not have to spare. In an industry that relies heavily on crowdsourced validation, 
software business leaders can ease their burden and gain greater credibility by working with a third-party reviews 
verification service. Such services develop trusted and dedicated authentication processes, and lend software 
brands an additional level of trustworthiness as a neutral, objective party.

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=701066299822530421fece37367c91d3&mc=true&node=pt16.1.255&rgn=div5
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Use reviews data to help customers solve their problems
Next to providing a functional product, the highest priority for software brands is to help buying groups feel that 
they have the resources to confidently make a purchasing decision. This initiative is called buyer enablement, 
which Gartner defines as the provision of information that supports the completion of critical buying jobs.

Those jobs include: Identifying the business problem, exploring solutions, building requirements, selecting 
suppliers, validating the chosen solution and finally gaining team consensus to move forward with the solution. It’s 
a complex process in which each of these tasks tends to be revisited at least once. Software buyers have a long, 
hard journey ahead of them to find the software they need.

Ultimately, the value of buyer enablement is to teach the customer to better understand their own needs, and to 
show how their goals are advanced by choosing specific software. Software brands build an ecosystem of buyer 
enablement by providing content tools like user reviews, reducing a buying group’s burden to master the software 
search process. Buying groups who can instead remain focused on solving their most pressing business challenges 
are more likely to place their confidence in the software brand who supports them.

Reviews influence the entire B2B buyer cycle

Businesses generally move through a customer journey in five key stages. User reviews hold the power to influence 
decision making throughout this process.

Identification. A company identifies an issue that needs resolution for it to meet its goals. Software may 
or may not at this stage be on the radar as a potential solution.

Research. Solutions to the issue are investigated, bringing in peer knowledge from colleagues, experts 
and user reviews. These form the basis for understanding each software’s values, functionalities and 
level of trustworthiness.

Intent. The company begins to shortlist the top software providers it will consider for purchase, 
removing those that don’t fit its needs or budget. Peer influence, including reviews, can dictate which 
providers make it to the shortlist.

Purchase. The software selection is made. Up to the point of purchase, negative user reviews are the 
second largest influence to potentially thwart a sale, behind pricing issues, said respondents to the 
Gartner 2019 Small Business Software Buying Trends Survey.

Implementation. The company implements and tests the software to make sure that it solves its issues 
as expected. User experience will directly influence a new potential review that a customer contributes 
to the software brand’s reputation.

Software brands have a tight window to end up on a shortlist. On average, the list is no more than four or five 
different providers, according to the Gartner 2019 Small Business Software Buying Trends Survey.
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https://www.gartner.com/en/marketing/research/rethinking-digital-customer-engagement
https://blogs.gartner.com/kristina-laroccacerrone/2019/06/25/scaling-account-growth-strategies-to-the-small-business-market/?_ga=2.4101552.1234531431.1575987687-802422632.1575987687
https://www.gartner.com/en/digital-markets/insights/inside-the-global-software-buyers-journey
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What are the most influential sources of information?

Source: Gartner Small Business Software Buying Trends Survey, 2019

Here lies an opportunity: With such significant influence throughout the B2B buyer cycle, software business leaders 
can leverage existing reviews feedback to build a strategy that directly addresses product strengths and concerns 
for potential new buyers who already started their purchase journey.

Use demographic data to discover what customers want

The more software brand leaders know about the identities of their customers, the better they can customize 
messaging to reach target audiences. The demographic data to collect includes:

• Buyer’s position in the company

• Industry

• Size of the business

• Functions software will perform 

• Budget

• Internal purchase and decision-making process

Collecting demographic data helps software businesses to classify and categorize user feedback, and provides key 
insights into customer motivation.

Personalize messaging with segmented content

Software brands can also create new focal points for audience segmentation in their marketing strategy using the 
trends that emerge from reviews data analysis. Those points enhance personalization in messaging by industry, 
company size, business need and position in the sales funnel.

Be transparent

User review pages that highlight a healthy balance of experiences demonstrate a brand’s willingness to be open 
and authentic with its customer base. This is an excellent way to build trust. Adding filtering and keyword search 
functionalities to those pages puts greater power back into the hands of software buyers, who want to hear from 
current users who commented on the topics they care most about.

52%
of SMB buyer respondents 

cite websites with user 
reviews.

38%
of SMB buyer respondents 
cited software directories 

such as Capterra, GetApp or 
Software Advice.

30%
of SMB buyer respondents 
cited reviews or comments 

on social media.
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Leverage reviews online and in social

Given that websites with user reviews highly attract SMB software buyers, software marketers should consider the 
various ways they can incorporate reviews throughout their online brand presence. Blogs and social media are two 
effective channels through which to promote user reviews. Use a blog post to feature a specific company and show 
how the software helped improve their business workflow. Capture key excerpts of quoted text in an engaging 
graphic or caption on social media posts. Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn are among the most popular resources 
in the B2B software community, but find which social channels generate the most traffic and engagement in the 
targeted industry, and focus efforts accordingly.

Promote balanced testimonials

For current or past customers who find particular success with a software solution, ask for a testimonial to feature 
in marketing efforts. A testimonial differs slightly from a review in that it comes from a targeted customer who has 
had a highly positive experience working with the product, and who will speak intelligibly to its merits. Testimonials 
are valuable marketing assets that speak praises for a software product with enthusiasm on behalf of the brand. 
They can and should be leveraged on websites and blogs, and in social media. Glowing user reviews can also be 
repurposed on testimonial pages.

How to respond to negative reviews
Don’t be too quick to discount negative reviews. An authentic negative 
review presents an opportunity to gain valuable feedback from a user’s 
experience of a product and to demonstrate good customer service.

Whether or not a particular negative review is authentic, software 
marketers should respond to it with professionalism and openness. 
Courtesy and respect make a statement to other potential buyers that 
this is a brand that values the voices of its customers. Often, a user 
who has left a negative review will update their response to reflect their 
positive experience working with customer service.

34%
of SMB buyers said negative 
reviews are among the 
top three reasons for 
disqualifying a product from 
the software search.

Source: Gartner Small Business 
Software Buying Trends Survey, 
2019
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Explore the Benefits 
of Reviews Collection Learn More

Methodology
Gartner 2019 Small Business Software Buying Trends Survey

Results presented are based on a Gartner study to understand software buying behaviors of small and midsize 
business owners in the past 12 months. The primary research was conducted online during September and 
October 2019 among 488 respondents in the United States, Canada, Germany, France and Spain.

Companies were screened for number of employees and revenue in fiscal 2018 to arrive at small and midsize 
businesses. They also were required to have purchased at least one software for USD 5,000 or more in the 
immediate past 12 months. Respondents were required to be at least functional leads or above, influencing 
software purchase decisions in their organizations.

The study was developed collaboratively by Gartner analysts and the primary research team who follow Digital Markets.

Disclaimer

Results do not represent “global” findings or the market as a whole, but reflect sentiment of the respondents and 
companies surveyed.

About Gartner Digital Markets
Gartner Digital Markets is the world’s premier source for software vendors to connect with in-market buyers, 
through research, reviews and lead generation. Digital Markets comprises the three leading B2B software search 
websites — Capterra, GetApp and Software Advice — serving more than 9 million monthly visitors from around the 
globe. Digital Markets is proud to partner as a quality, high-volume lead source for thousands software products. 

With more than 2 million reviews on Gartner Digital Markets, we take the reviews verification process and reviews 
integrity very seriously. The Quality Assurance team examines every review shared across our network of sites to 
ensure compliance with our strict community guidelines.

Learn more about Gartner Digital Markets reviews recruitment services and discover how reviews can qualify your 
product for effective reviews products and research reports.

https://twitter.com/Gartner_DM
https://www.linkedin.com/showcase/gartner-digital-markets/
http://gartnerdigitalmarkets.com
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/reviews-coverage
https://digital-markets.gartner.com/reviews-coverage

